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A bstracl *

This note is tile continuation of ollr comprehensive investigation

of Crystalliue Beams. After having determined the equations of

motion [1], and the conditions for the formation of the simplest

configuration, i.e. the striug [2], we study the possibility of storing

an intense beam of charged particles in a storage ring where they

forl_l a vertical zigzag. We define the equilibrium configuration, and

examine the confinement conditions. Subsequently, we derive the

transfer matrix for motion through various elements of the storage

ring. Finally we investigate the stability conditions for such a beam.

*Work perfomed under the attsl)ices of the U.S Department of Energy.
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The vertical zigzag I

1 Introduction

We contin_w o_tr inw_stigation _f (_,ry,_tallin_:Beams. At high enough

ion density, tile string configltration we h_ve studied previously [1,2]

separates into two substrings that make up the vertical zigzag, pro-

vided that the string becomes unstable first in the vertical direction.

We think of the zigzag as two strings "on top" of each other. In this

section we study the onset of the vertical zigzag and its confinement

and stability condition. We follow the same method as outlined for

the string [2], using transfer matrices. There were no confinement

conditions to be satisfied for the string, but only stability condi-

tions. The vertical zigzag is the first example where confinement is

to be studied in its simplest form: vertical confinement.

The notation used in this paper is the same as introduced in

[1,2]. Tile reader shouhi familiarize him/herself with these refer-

ences, since they contain the derivation of the equations used in

this paper.

2 Equilibrium Configuration

The equilibrium configuration for this geometry is given by two

identical strings placed at equal distances from the midplane y = 0.

The particles on the string on the top are located on the plane

y = +b and those cn the string at the bottom on tile plane y = -b,

so that the total vertical separation is 2b. The iongit_zdinal spacing

or lattice constant in both s,lbstrings is A (sex Fig. 1), as in tile case

of the string. All particles have the same nlomentvm (i.e., _ = 0)

and are located at x = 0.

To determine tile equilibri,tm configuration, we look for minima

of the single-particle potential. Intuitively, two configurations come

to mind: either the two "substrings" are right abow • each other, or
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they are shifted relative to each other l_y A/2. In both of these

cases there is no net force in the hmgit,utinal direction. There

is a net fi_rce ill tile transversal _lircctiou, and the confinement of

the string in the presence of these net h_rces will be discussed in

the next section. In Fig. 1 we show the zigzag for arbitrary shift

A. To determine which configuration corresponds to a potential

minimum, A is treated as a free l)arameter. The potential consists

of two parts, ¢1 and ¢_. ¢1 is the interaction of the test particle

with the ions in its own substring; ¢'2 is due to the ions in the other

substring, viz.'
co Oe

i=1

oo Qe

¢_ = _i=0[462 +'?(A + i,_)2]½

co Qe

+ _,=,[4b_ + -?(A _ ,iA)_]_. (2)

We find it convenient to take A outside the exp,'ession, and to study

the asymptotic properties of the potential Eq. (2) as a function of

the aspect ratio a of the separation between the substrings 2b and
the lattice constant A:

2b
= --. (3)

-yA

After we rescale the potential with Qe/TA, we obtain:

¢2 = 1
c_ + Ai

+y_. 1 1, + , , (4)
,=, [_ +(A + i)_1_ [_ + (£-i)_]_

where _x = A/A. Clearly 0 </_ < 0.5.

When a << 1 - that is, when the separation lu'tween the sub-

strings is less than the lattice constant - we can ignore c_in Eq. (4),
and we obtain the series

1 v-,co 1 1g
S +L.= li+AI +li-Al"

(,5)
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()bvio_My, the minimllm corresp_,uds to _ = 1/2, i.e., A = _/2.

Ill tile contintmm limit _ >> 1 tile potenti_d Eq. (4) depends

weakly on _, _ad all possible r_l_tive shifts may be energetically

allowed. This is understandable, since the two substrings are so far

apart, that they cannot "resolve" each others' single ions.

In Fig. 2 we plot the potential Eq. (4) for ,_ = 0 and _ = 0.5.

It is remarkable that the potentiM is quite independent of _ for

c_l.

We conclude th_Lt for c_ << 1, the eqllilibri_lm configunttion

of the vertical zigzag corresponds to two substrings shifted half a

lattice constant relative to each other. For larger a (for c_ >_ 1 and

upwards), the relative shift has negligible influence on the particle

potential, and all relative shifts _tre allowed. In the following we

simply set/_ = 0.5, since this corresponds to the global minimum

in the potential energy.
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3 Confinement for the Vertical Zigzag

3.1 The Effect of Curvature

It is seen that there are no net forces in tile radial direction corre-

sponding to the x coordinate, except when the trajectory is bent

in the arcs, as we have already seen iu tile case of the string [2].

Therefore, the scalar potential due to the space charge [l] contains

at least a radial component, viz.:

¢._ = ,,,x. (6)

The radial force has the same magnitude for all particles, viz.:

Qe N/2V., 1
l/1

Qe N/2_., sin"(_) (7)
2P'Z"l2 _ {_ T [1 - fl'_sin'_(_)]sina(_)iaf 2"

The first summation includes the contribution from the particles on

the same string as the test particle, the second summation is the

contribution from all particles on the other string. Both summa-

tions are taken only over half the beam ahead of the test particle.

Denoting with A - Ah the angular separation, we have 0i = iA in

the first summation and Oi = (i- 1/2)A in the second summation.

For non,'el_ttivistic ])e_tms we ignore the tel'Ill ]I1 ;_. The largest

contribution is from the neighboring particles. Therefore, we re-

place the sin- function with its _trgument. Using the functions

oo 1
(s)

introduced in [l], we can rewrite ul ;_:

,,, - -_[fa(0) + fa((,)]. (9)
"yap
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Recall that a is tile aspect ratio introduced earlier (see Eq. (3)).

Siuce typically N >> ct, in tile limit that A << 1 we can also

approximate tile summatiou with an integral, which gives

rN
A(0)+ ) (10)I + 41 + 4c_2 '

For a = 0 this reduces to the In previously derived for the string

[2]. Clearly, like ill the case of the string, in the straight sections

h = O, and therefore lJl = O.

We conclude that the corresponding equations for tile horizontal

and longitudinal motion are identical to Eq.s (9-13) of Ref. [2], with

vl replaced by tile expression appropriate for tile vertical zigzag,

and given above.

The equilibrium configuration of the vertical zigzag, x = 6 = 0

and a = constant, satisfies the equations of motion, provided that

the geueralized Lorentz condition [1,2] is satisfied. Of course, all the

considerations already made for the string still apply. In particular

the term in vl owing to the curvature is generally very smaU and

will be ignored.

3.2 Confinement in the Vertical Direction

For the vertical zigzag in its equilibrium configuration, the interpar-

ticle repulsion needs to be balanced by the focussing of the storage

ring. The vertical component of the space-charge force is given

by the first-order derivative of the space-charge potential q_s_with

respect to the vertical coordinate y, evaluated at equilibrium [1].

Ignoring the curvature iu the ben(iillg magnets, we find:
OO

i) dp_ - -2Qe_/_ 2b , 213/2" (11)Oy I,q.- = [4b2+72A2(i__)

Therefore, the equation for tile vertical motion is

4Q2,'0f3(c_)H

y +IG(s)y- Afl27sk: , y=O. (12)
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This equation can be easily solw'd by taking a constant-gradient

tire,liar magnet, like a betatron. Denoting with 7t tile field index,

the motion of a single particle is stable provided that tt takes any

positive value. For the vertical confinement of a vertical zigzag the

following condition has to be satisfied:

4Q_"0f3(_)

n = A fl'27s)_ah'_" (13)

By increasing the gradient nh _ of the magnet, the height of the

zigzag 2b reduces. As we shall see later, nonetheless, this confign-

ration is unstable against single-p_Lrticle perturb,'ttions. We have,

therefore, to consider the case of storage rings with alternating-

gradient magnets.

3.3 Vertical Confinement with Alternating-

Gradient Focusing

In this case one has to allow the height of the zigzag to vary around

the storage ring. The variation will be small compared to b and X,

and will take place over lenghts comparable to the lenghth of the

magnets. Olle then derives the fl)llowing envelope equation Ill:

b" + I(,(s)b- K,_2f3(c_)b=O (14)
go

where

IQ, = 2-Q'2r°'q° = h2 (15)
A/3275A3 s¢

The exact solution is nonlinear bec;ulse of the nonlinear dependence

of f3(a) on b. However, simple and int,fitive physical arguments

provide an approxinlate solution. We are interested in a nontrivial

(b # 0) solution which has the same fundamental periodicity as the

storage ring. That is, its period is a harmonic of that of the storage

ring:
7ll,

vv -- -_-Np,
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which is satisfied only when tile space-charge force is large enough

to shift tile dilute beam tulle to the nearest stopband. Treating tile

space-charge force ms a perturbation, tile tune shift is given by

At,_= O_,'o f/3J:,(_)d_. (16)7rfl'27SA3A

The integral is taken over the storage-ring circumfererence. Cal-

culations done with SYNCH and (IETBETAS [3] show that this

formula is correct even for large values of the space-charge force.

In fact, it is a good approximation until a limit of stability - or

stopband - is encountered.

We require that the tune shift brings the betatron tune down

to the next integer stopband value. This occurs when

At,. =_t,.. (17)

&/,, is half of the distance of the original tune value from the center

of the stopband [2]. Using this we derive

1 2Q2roR

F(a) _- fa(a) = Af127SAa6u,, fl'' (18)

which can be solved to obtain the displacement b as a function of A

and/3,,. The function F(c_) is plotted in Fig. 3. There is a minimum

corresponding to a = 0, that is b = 0,

1
--, (19)

F(O)= 7go
where

O0

go "-"_ i -3 = 1.2 .... (20)
i=l

From Eq. (18) we determine an upper limit on A in order for the

zigzag to exist:

A < A_ (21)
2Q._).oRfl,, 1/3

-- A /:p.t sF (O),it,. . (22)
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When tile stopband is first encountered, with b = 0, A is equal to

A1 in Eq. (22). Eq. (18) can be solved to estimate the actual value

of b around the ring. //_ varies around tile ring, and so does the

threshold value of Al. In order to obtain a zigzag throughout the

ring, Eq. (22) has to be satisfied everywhere, especially where ft. is
the smallest.

We now show that the vertical zigzag arises quite naturally out

of the string. For a dilute beam - that is, for large values of A -

the space-charge force is small, and can be neglected or treated _Ls

a small perturbation. The motion is then completely described by

the storage ring focussing parameter If,, from which the original

tune u. and amplitude lattice function can be derived. The only

acceptable solution to Eq. (14) is the trivial solution b = 0, and

consequently the Crystalline Beam is a string. We now decrease A

further until the limit of stability of the string is reached [2]:

= = (23)
and

Q2r°g°R'_ ) l /s (24)

is the critical lattice constant. Therefore, the value of the lattice

constant for which the zigzag first appears, given by A1, and the

critical lattice constant of the string Ast_i,,gfor which the vertical

motion of tile string bec.omes unstable are related:

A1 = 2.410... Ast_i,,g. (25)

In other words, the particle spacing A of the two substrings form-

ing the vertical zigzag is roughly double the value of that of the

string from which the zigzag originates. Furthermore, the sub-
"_ and therefore thisstrings are shifted relative to each other by _,

does indeed correspond to the minimum-energy configuration dis-

cussed in section 2. Therefore, we regard the creation of the zigz_Lg
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as tile byproduct of a pitchfork bifurcation of the i'eference orbit: for

a critical value of the lattic.e spacing the reference orbit becomes

unstable, and gives rise to two stable orbits of the same period.

Simultaneously, tile string splits into two substrings, which have

roughly twice the lattice constant as the original string.

We conclude this section with two more remarks: For c_ > l,

F(a) _ t_2 and one obtains:

b2 = e_fl-----2_, (26)7r

with

_rQ%oR

e_ = 2A[327aA&__ (27)

the equivalent betatron emittance. Thus, the height of the zigzag

closely follows the lattice amplitude function fl_ of the storage ring.
From the above discussion it follows that:

A3 f(c_) = constant. = F(0) A_. (28)

As A decreases, the spatial separation b has to increase at a faster

rate to keep the betatron tune near that of the stopband.

3.4 Using the Transfer Matrix to Determine

the Vertical Confinement

In order to determine confinement conditions and configurations we

need to confine our analysis only to the vertical motion and, to the

corresponding vertical zigzag matrices.

A more exact estimate of the equilibrium configuration of the

vertical zigzag can be found on the computer using the matrix for-

mulation. For this purpose we still a.ssume that the storage ring is

made of drifts, quadrupoles and bending magnets. Each of these

magnet components can be subdivided in a sufficiently large num-

ber of sections where the zigzag dimension b can be approximated
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constant. For each of these sections we call associate a 2 x '2

transfer matrix, where tile elements are ill general nonlinear fun(:-

tions of b. Tile transfer matrix for each magnetic section call then

be estimated a_ done in [2].

In [2] we derived the transfer matrices for motion through a

drift, dipole, and quadrupole in the presence of strong space-charge

forces in the form of a string. For the space charge forces in the

form of a vertical zigzag, the transfer matrices have a analogous

form, if we replace K_¢ = h_¢ with

K.¢ - (29)
gO Aft2")'sA3 '

everywhere.

To determine a closed periodic solution, we usually choose a

symmetry point as the start of the superperiod so that b_ = 0. We

take an initial guess for b and propagate the vector

B = (b, b') (30)

by multiplication with the sequence of the transfer matrices of the

sections as they appear in the storage ring. Before each multi-

plication, we replace the value of b in the elements of the matrix

with the one obtained at the end of the previous multiplication.

This way, we obtain the total transfer matrix M for a superperiod

which is a fimction of the original value of b. If B1 and B2 denote

the two vectors at the begining and at the end of the supel'period

respectively,

B2 = M(B1)B1. (31)

In orderforthe orbitto closeB2 = BI.

There are many iteration methods to find the desired solution.

• For instance we can plot the first diagonal element mll of M as a

function of b (initial). By inspection, the value of b which corre-

sponds to
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7,,_ = ! (32)

is tile desired initial value. All other values of B at differeat Ioca-

tioas caa then be calculated by matrix multiplication. The solution

of the equation above can also be fouad by the Newton method.

Anotlmr method requires inspection of the eigenvalues of the total

transfer matrix M. Ouly solutioas with b > 0 are acceptable.

4 Stability of the Test-Particle Motion

4.1 Stability of the Vertical Motion

To estimate the stability of the vertical zigzag we proceed as follows.

We derive first the equations of motion in the vertical plane.

Q,'0 0¢,_=o. (33)
y" + Kv(s)y + eA[3273 Oy

We ignore the curvature in the bending magnets, as discussed pre-

viously in subsection 3.1. The potential is evaluated with all the

particles iu their equilibrium (ground state) position. The position

of the test particle is perturbed by an amount small compared to b

and A. The space-charge potential for the vertical zigzag is derived

in [1]. By inserting it in the equation of vertical motion and by

letting y = b+ v, we obtain two equations. The one for the equilib-

rium b of the zigzag we have already studied. The other equation

is for the perturbation v and it is used to determiae the stability of

motion, that is

¢'+ K,,(._)v- K_,_v = 0, (:_4)

where

_, = l+ . (3,_)
go
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Ap_u't fl'om the hn'm factor ,l,,, this equation is exactly tile same as

tile one derived for tile string. 71,,,which is a f,luction of tile aspect

ratio c_= 2b/TX, is plotted in Fig. 4.

When the string splits into tile two substrings forming the zigzag,

c_ = 0, and r/, = 8 (because f3(0) = 7g0). In Eq. (34), A refers to

the spacing of the substring, which is twice the spacing of the string

giving rise to the zigzag. In other words, Eq. (34) reduces to tile

equation of the vertical motion of the string, if we replace A_ig_g

by

A,_i,,g = Azig_"--------Ag. (36)2

Therefore, we again conclude that when the string becomes un-

stable in the vertical direction, this gives rise to a vertical zigzag,

consisting of two substrings with twice the lattice constant of the

original string.

The stability of the vertical motion of the vertical zigzag can

be determined exactly from the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix

[2]. The matrices corresponding to the different elements making

up the storage ring can be obtained from those of the string by

multiplying the space charge parameter K,¢ by r/,,.

Before estimating the stability oue needs to determine the peri-

odic solution of tile confinement equation as it has been explained

before.

It is also possible to estimate the treshold of stability of the

verticM zigz_g analytically, using the s_une method as outlined for

the string. The motion is stable as long as the spacing A is larger

than the critical va]ue A2, viz.:

A > A,_, (37)

where

Q'_rogoRf:t,, , /a
' = ( ,I,,) (38)

= (39)
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Since T/,,itself is a function of A through cY,taking into account

Eq. (18), tile same stability condition call also be expressed as fol-

lows

2
F(-),l,,(-) < --. (40)

go

The equality sign holds exactly when the zigzag becomes unstable

in the vertical direction. The resulting equation is easily solved

numerically, and yields the critical value of the aspect ratio _:

c_ _ 1.58. (41)

We note that this wdue is independent of the storage-ring charac-

teristics, and is in that sense univer._al.

4.2 Stability of the Radial- Longitudinal Mo-

tion

The equations of motion for the radial and longitudinal direction

of motion can be derived as in the case of the string, viz.:

x"+(Ki,- K_:?h)x = h_, (42)

a' = hz 7_, (43)

_' = 272 K_:l_a. (44)

with the horizontal and longitudinM form factors given by

_,, = 1+ k, (45)
go
f,3- 1.5_ _fs

_ = _+ . (4_)
go

_/hand _/, are derived in ref. [1], and plotted ia Fig. 4. To determitie

the stability of the planar motion we follow the same procedure

outlined in Ill for the string, and derive similar stability conditions,
viz.:
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> A_c,71_1:3, (47)

with ci and r/i replaced by tile following pairs:

= a.d .I,. ; (,18)

(4__)_/._ and r/, ; (49)
c. = N_ '

rib )2/3, and TI,. (50)

q is the smallest positive value of

q = l 4- _/1 + r/I--2'Vh -- re+N,. (51)
V tie Uh

Np is the storage-ring periodicity, and m+ all integer. Each of

these three constants (four, including _) are inversely proportional

to the distance between the dilute beam tune and the nearest in-

tegral stopband responsible for the destruction of the zigzag sta-

bility. These are the vertical, radial, and longitudinal stopband,

and the sum-coupling resonance between the radial and longitudi-

nal motion. The largest value of these four constants will determine

whether the zigzag breaks up in the vertical direction to form four

staggered zigzags, or in the horizontal plane to form a heliz.

Using the fact that A3E3(a) remains constant, as determined

from Eq. (18), the stability condition Eq. (47) is rewritten as:

F(c,),l,(C_) 5 _(_)z (52)
go ci

_li and ci are replaced by either one of the three pairs listed in

Eq.s (48- 50), or indeed r/, and c,,. In the latter case, we recover

Eq. (40). The equality sign holds when the zigzag becomes unsta-

ble, and Eq. (52) can be ltsed to estimate the treshold value of the

aspect ratio c_ for which the stability of the vertical zigzag is lost.

The smallest value of c_i which satisfies Eq. (52) determines which

component of the motion becomes unstable first.
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We obviously dctnand, that the lattice constant _1, for which

tile vertical zigzag is formed, is I_trgcrthan the stability threshold

_. ('ombining Eq. (23), Eq. (2,.5)and Eq. (47) yields the following
condition:

c_ < 90c_, i = h, s, c. (53)

This is equivalent to requiring that the vertical stopband is encoun-

tered first, before the other ones, as the linear particle density of

the string is increased. Therefore, the right-hand side of Eq. (52)

is roughly equal to or larger than unity.

The functions F(c_)qi(ct) that determine the stability threshold

are plotted in Fig.5. The vertical zigzag becomes unstable in the

radial- longitudinal plane, when

g--_ _ < F(a,_)7/,,(a.) _ 3.36 (54)

or

90 \ c,.c/

since _h,_,_ < c_, and the vertical zigzag goes over into a helix. Tile

conditions Eq. (54) and Eq. (55) correspond to a tuning range of

the storage ring.
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5 The Betatron Magnet as a Storage
I

Ring

The stability conditioa for tile vertical motion iu a Betatron Magnet

is derived from Eq. (34) by letting K,, = nh '_, viz.:

,_ > _r/_ > 0, (56)

where _ = h_/h.

The equations of motion on the plane are given by Eq.s (42 -

-44) where all parameters are constant. In particular we have

/(h = h2(l - n). Solving for the eigenvalues we find, like in the case

of the string, that they satisfy the following equation:

a 4 + r_a 2 - T2 = 0, (57)

where l" and T are given by:

r 2 = h2(1 - n -I-_T/_), (58)

T _ = 2h4_2,1.(72 + n - 1 + _2r/h). (59)

For the motion to be stable the eigenvalues all need to be purely

imaginary. This means, that the following quantity has to be real

and negative:

2a 2 = -F 2 =t=_s/F 4 + 4T 2. (60)

This in turn requires that

F4 + 4T 2 > 0, (61)

and this condition is always satisfied. The other condition

F_ > 0 with T _ < 0 (62)

needs to be satisfied simultaneo_sly. That is

n< 1-7 _-_h<0. (63)
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(_learly, the two stability conditions - Eq. (56) for tile vertical mo-

tiou and Eq. (63) for tile pl_mar motiou -cannot be satisfied simul- i

taueollsly. Therefore. ill a betatron the vertical zigzag is unstable

against small perturbations.

I

6 Application of the Results

We have previously studied a few examples [1,2] of storage-ring

lattices. The string in the (,'RYSTAL8 lattice [3], became unstable

iu the vertical plane. In our view, the string therefore "bifurcates"

into the verticM zigzag. So, we bring the insights developed above

to this case.

The periodicity of the CRYSTAL8 storage ring is Np = 8 with

the circumreference 27rR = 64.82 m. The original betatron tunes

are Vh = 1.9 and v_ -- 1.09. Taking a beam of Au ions with Q = 51

at a magnetic rigidity of Bp = 1.2 Tin, the critical ion separation

is X, = 63.4 pro. From the stability arguments presentd in [2]

we conclude that the string loses stability at X = 75 pro. On the

other hand, using the confinemeat condition for the vertical zigzag

Eq. (18), we conclude that a vertical zigzag already appears at

X = 90 pro. That is, the actual critical lattice spacing at which

tile zigzag appears is in fact 200£ higher than the critical lattice

spacing at whicL the string loses its stability, in complete agreement

with the discussion at the end of sllbsection 3.3. According to our

analytical estimates:

c_ = 1.19

cl, = 0.82

c, = 0.63

cc = 0.36
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and tile stability conditions yield tile trcshohi rallies

_ = 1.58

c_h = 2.25

c_, -3.35

c_ = 7.72.

Tile lowest tresllold is given by (_,,, so that tile vertical zigzag is

stable for c_ < 1.58 which also corresponds to A < 75 pro. At

the limit of stability the vertical zigzag bifurcates in its turn in a

double vertical zigzag, which is made of four substrings on top of

each other.

One can conjucture that tim stability is generally lost when

the height of tim zigzag is comparable to tim longitudinal particle

separation on each substring. Also, the beam becomes unstable

once the separation A on each substring is reduced to the original

limit value for the string, which in good approximation is given by

the critical distance A¢

Our analytical predictions are in good agreement with the more

accurate numerical search for stability, by investigating the eigen-

values of the total transfer matrix per period. In Fig. 6 we show

the relation between the aspect ratio a and the lattice spacing A

in the CRYSTAL8 storage ring. We subsequently use this to deter-

mine the limit of stability of tim vertical zigzag using the transfer

matrices. We find that the zigzag becomes unstable iu the vertical

direction for A = 66 #m, with the critical lattice spacing _,, = 1.53,

in good agreement with the analytical results.
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Figure 5: Plot of the stability threshold functions F(a)r/o,h,, versus

the aspect ratio c_.
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Figure 6: Particle sl)acing A for the Vertical Zigzag in the CRYS-

TAL8 storage ring as a function of the aspect ratio a.
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